CHESS EXPERT WINS

Tourney Run By M. I. T. A. Under Direction of H. P. McCarthy

Friday and Saturday in the Ham

The Intercollegiate Basketball Tourney, which is one of the three games played. Friday afternoon, was won by Connec-

field defeated New Bedford high

and Medford squeezed out

a victory from Attleboro.

The finals took place immediately

on some kind of stunt and with

Knowing the book will appear later.

Darrow Delivers

Second Talk On Atomic Theories

Explains Facts on Which All Contemporary Atomic Theory Is Based

Dr. Karl K. Darrow delivered the second of his series of three lectures on atomic theory Thursday afternoon in room 4-100. Under the direction of H. P. McCarthy, consulting chemist on the staff of Arthur D. Little, Inc., were the speakers at a meet-

ings put on some kind of stunt and with

Lack of Interest in Soph Dance Shown

Upperclassmen in Majority At Copley Plaza Friday

Surprise and regret at the lack of interest shown by the Sophomores in attending the Sophomore Mad Ball on Friday evening were expressed by their class officers. The ad-

preparing for the Sophomore dance will be abandoned.
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